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identification
the mining shapes as an economical 
motor over several generations the 
inhabitants and their region. 

changing point
with the german reunification coal 
looses its crucial importance. thus the 
regions economical basis vanishes.

work
75 ooo people found employment in 
the coal industry at the end of 
communist germany. whereas due to 
its decline and rationalization todays 
figure amouts 7000.

status quo
hence the regions leading economical 
importance turned within shortest time 
into a helpless situation.

ecology
the areas that are left behind after 
mining are ecologicaly instable. 
experiences about ecological 
consequences with landscape 
transformation of similar scales and 
complexity lack.

expenses
the former profitable mining land 
turned into highly subsidized areas. 
the biggest state-expense with 20 
billion marks ( 10 billion USD ) is spend 
on ecological recovery.

planing
planings for these vast areas are done 
by few institutions or single persons.
decisions over many square miles are 
taken in shortest time and become law.

ice age
the geological and scenic character of 
the niederlausitz was shaped by several 
ice ages creating coal seams in seven 
different layers

origin
in the early middle-age the 
niederlausitz is settled by the slavonic 
tribe of the sorbes who's name "lucice" 
stands for the region.

brown coal
over the last 150 years the niederlausitz 
becomes due to its enormous brown 
coal resources the most significant 
energy provider of the german 
demokratic republik. the region supplies 
the main demand for coal to generate 
electricity and to heat households.in 
the country.

existing and2ed lausitz seam
opencast mining areas

settlements

future waters

2

analysissituation

1

ground-water level is naturally 
above the coal seams. for open-
cast mining this level had to be 
brought under the seam over 
several decades causing a huge 
impact on nature. today the 
niederlausitz is as arid as africa´s 
sahel zone. it is unpredictable 
how climate and nature will 
change after the rise of the 
ground-water to its natural level.

less than half of the brown coal resources
in the niederlausitz has been mined
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situation
landscape, infrastructure and economy 
were significantly influenced through 
the open-cast mining. thus culture and 
identity of the locals.

the open-cast mining areas are left 
over as waste-lands. there´s no more 
and not yet any use for them. these 
wholes in the landscape cause an 
identificational vacuity.

due to the negative image of the open-
cast mining the few commissioned 
planers try to make the landscape look 
like before. borders, roads, structures, 
textures or buildings - all traces of the 
mining culture were replaced by its 
non-mining predecessors.

laws compel to renew the mining areas 
within shortest time. this temporal 
deadline doesn´t correspond with the 
enormous spacial scale.

the extreme surface areas and its 
ecologically uncertain consequences 
overtax the planings producing 
monotonous repetitive solutions.

regional concept   
the reason for todays situation is a 
political system that failed and not the 
habitants of the niederlausitz. now 
they do have to cope with the fatal 
consequences.

based on this fact this concept wants 
to neutrally regard this situation and 
to explain through alternative 
strategies that a superficial recovering 
is an insufficient and expensive 
superseding of todays profound 
difficulties.

we search for the possible spectrum 
of action within the existing, the 
compelling and even the negative. not 
because of economical reasons in the 
first place, but to tie on to history that 
contains identity. hereby the open-cast 
mining isn´t just being accepted and 
communicated as part of history but 
also serves in the information age as 
a basis, a ressource to build the future. 

design
the due to the monopoly grown mono-
structural mining areas are to be 
transformed into plural structures 
considering their differences. the areas 
were grouped and differentiated 
according to their regional location 
and their inner differences.

the enormous scale and complexity 
don´t permit standardized designes. 
the character of every mine is to be 
analyzed and brought to a structural 
concept that permits growth of a broad 
spectrum of uses.

this strategy is adapted regionally on 
the sum of mines as well as locally on 
the single mine. the mines are not to 
be in competition with other areas nor 
mines.          

process 
our planings aim for a development 
process. new structures help to find 
new uses, offer locations and support 
growth. the flexibility of the structures 
katalyses the transformation process.

usage of design  
points  
enhancing extrema 
setting landmarks

lines
connecting inside / outside     
definition of borders / outlines

planes 
organizsation of surface areas
proposing structures and textures

topographies
preservation and enhancement of 
vertical differences

character
the open-cast mines differ in 
fundamental characteristics:  

site, size and form of outline
topography and superficial texture
chemical qualities
vegetation
groundwatrer-situation
technical buildings

these details give every mine its 
particular charakter and build the base 
for concept and design.

 perceptive scale 
the wide range of perceptive scales is 
to be part of the concept. large scenic 
topographies, medium sized lots untill 
smal details should be integrated. 
considerable factors are perpection, 
movement and speed:  
airplane/railway/car/bike/foot

connection 
the island-like character of the mines 
is to be preserved by changing its 
former inaccessibility into visual 
distinction towards the outside.
exchange between inside and outside 
is wanted and supported by axes of 
movements.

ph value-map

for a new landscape design
a possible structural base

particular structures

eingriffsgebiete
ausgewählte

greifenhein

welzow süd

cottbus nord

the uncontionous identity
the compelling heritage

globalisation 
the global network makes services 
spacially independent. locations with 
high qualities of living and exceptional 
environment gain more and more 
importance.   

dialogue 
the population lacks consience about 
the potentials in their region to build 
the future. they should be actively 
integrated in the development process. 
a progressive political information-
campaigne could sentisize people to 
participate a public dialogue.      

marketing 
there is little ask for mining-area 
ground. special strategies should 
provoke demand. realty is partially 
distributed through lotteries, 
settlement is started through home-
steading programs and certain realty 
let the new owner choose topography 
and ground qualities.     

time
the short planing period is to be 
extended and organized in steps.

gestalt

aims
our vision is not an idealistic inflexible 
state of the future. it works with time. 
it´s an interactive szenario of 
development reacting on successful 
uses. it aims for a positiv 
automatisation of growth.

local concept 
this concept regards the situation as 
a challenge, searching for sustainable 
uses with prospects of growth that tie 
on to existing potentials taking the 
complexity of todays problems into 
account. besides inclusion of known 
uses our structures offer a stage for 
experimental projects. 

design is hereby used to visualize 
history as well as the transformation 
process towards a characteristic and 
self-confident face of the landscape.

history
every time leaves its traces in the 
landscape. they add up and overlap. 
the open-cast mining erased all layers 
untill and including those of the ice 
age. the mining only left its own 
structure of mingled geological layers 
behind.

what value contains this todays state 
of the landscape? is it possible to 
rebuild history?

our time should leave its proper traces.

visualization typology
of the outline
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the meaning of man-made-enviroment

camp ground
the camp ground is situated on the very edge 
of the open-cast mining valley.  every camp unit 
has an impressive view over the lake and the 
landscape. 

each lot is designed with materials found in the 
coal industry like rail way sleepers, conveyor 
belts, different coloured soils.

character
mining in greifenhain used starting in  
1937 untill 1994  3110 ha (12 squaremiles) 
of land. due to the extraordinary size of 
its cavity and its dramatic topography it 
represents a perculiarity inbetween the 
spectrum of niederlausitz mines.
perseptiv scales range from topographic 
large sized shapes to smallest detailed 
elements offering impressiv insights.

concept
the concept is the mine itself. remaining 
its significant characteristics,  it visualizes 
the earthern transformation over the 
decades and the physical experience of a 
coal-mine landscape and communicates 
it as national industrial history and the 
use of it within a postindustrial szenario. 
hence it represents the niederlausitz to 
foreigners and locals stimulating curiosity 
and consience for the region.

design
a locally invented technique prevents with 
a vertical clay sealing in the ground 
groundwater from filling the leftover 
cavity. hiking, biking and horse-riding trails 
serve as inner infrastructure. the existing 
mining railway tracks provide the outer 
connection.
a campground, a small congress center, a 
rail hostel and an open air festival stage 
are first focal points of attraction.
workshops for environmental design work 
on the visualization of history and the 
actual cultural situation.

process
principly the mine serves as recreation, 
entertainment and information area, 
infotainment. besides there is a broad 
range of different size events, such as 
scientific symposions in the congress 
center of pritzen, sporting competitions 
like the mining games  or open air music 
festivals. 
surrounding villages profit of the 
infotainment area´s qualities and the  
starting tourism.

mining structure infrastructurewater

2020

former roads biotope

possible strukture 
2050

extensive land use

intensive
farming

intensive
open use

intensive
 land use

2015

2010

character
with 90 square miles extension and its 
compact form welzowsüd is one of the 
largest mines. it lays as an island between 
the region´s most important cities 
senftenberg and cottbus. villages like  
welzow at its west, spremberg and the 
kraftwerk schwarze pumpe in the east. it 
is  divided in three sections: the exploited1, 
the active mining 2, and the future mining 
area 3. the actual mining on section 2 will 
work for the next 20 years.

concept
the concept aims for a typical landscape, 
 a visually characteristical organisation of 
lots that doesn't define size and type of 
use. the process of replanishment offers 
to prepare a broad spectrum of 
topographic shapes, ground consistencies 
and qualities. every user of land is free to 
choose these parameters himself.

design
the area obtains a flexible dividable 
structure that is based on the tracks of 
the former mining mashinery.
the messurements and plans of these 
tracks build the base for the new grid.
the starting gridsize uses a forestry scale 
of 800x1600m / 128ha
the new gridsystem provides a basic 
structure that is easily reduced or enlarged 
by addition or division.

it enables a functioning infrastructure 
parallel to the ongoing mining procedure.
the grid reduces the area from 70 km2 
today to 1.28 km2 in perceptiv unities.
every squaremeter becomes a location.

process
ecologically indispensable fields are 
determined first. followed by the 
disribution of lots to interested users. 
remaining land is conventionally used in 
the beginning. experiments on the very 
first usable lots deliver results for larger 
scale planings in further stages.
the upcoming new uses within the grid 
and its resulting transformation of the 
landscape evoke a pluralistic scene that 
visualizes the experimental process of 
development.

1  camp ground
2  congress center
3  open air stage
4  rail hostel

focal pointszonesinner infrastructure

rail road
bicycle tracks
walking tracks

tip, dump
slope
bottom
lake

1

2
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4

feeder conveyor bridgemain bridge

coalseam

soil

0.0

ca. -70m

f60 - mining excravator

drop conveyor belt

100 meter 100 yards
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recreation
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visions

2030

geotechnology
welzosüd, seasonal subterranean heat 
accumulator exceeds by far estimated 
efficiency

greenhouse
with dutch greenhouse technology a 
niederlausitz farmer cultivates roses for 
the east europeen market

golf
the golf club cottbusnord organizes for 
the first time the lausitz open. special task 
is the hit at hole 15 from island to island.

rail-hostel
the niederlausitz mining-railway-company 
rebuilds four trains as youth hostels. these 
trains will take school kids from their 
hometowns all over europe and bring them 
to spend their holidays in the infotainment 
park greifenhain. they will learn there 
about ecological situations of former open-
cast mines and different types of renewing 
methods on the recultivation trail.
sparetime attractions are sandboarding, 
mountainbiking and freeclimbing on old 
excravation mashinery.

moonscape
the moonlike landscape of welzowost, 
remaining from untouched areas after 
mining are chosen by a renown cigarette 
company to be the location for this years 
training camp. participants will be trained 
for their campaign-trip come to where 
the freedom is  like every year to the moon.

mining-games
karl behringer, former conductor of 
greifenhains excravator and founder of 
the games organizes with his colleagues 
once again the 30th mining-games. 
disciplines are 5 km sandrunning, 2km 
rowing, 200m swimming, 1/2 ton sand-
shovelling and 300m wagon-pushing. for 
the first time american colleagues 
confirmed their participation.

monday 2030 / 7 / 4
lufthansa flight LH 737 from moscow to 
frankfurt. captain schmidt: the colourful 
islands to your right are former open-cast 
mines, 30 years before they looked like 
deserts.

real estate scandal
australian realtor buys extensively 
properties on former mining land in the 
niederlausitz. untill now nobody knows 
about his true ambitions.

character
most significant is cottbusnord´s site in 
the middle of a highly frequented area. 
this situation gives special importance to 
the outlines. the southwest border faces 
towards the city. on the northwest side 
runs a motorway. the northeast outline 
describes the bottom of an artificial hill. 
in the east runs bundled infrastucture on 
a narrow dam.

settlement zone

resource vegetation zones

willmersdorf

lakoma

merzdorf

schlichow

neuendorf

dissenchen

km mile0

city center shore

cottbus

forst

city lake

bärenbrück

jänschwalde

future
  development
 zone

concept
the proximity to the city and the size of 
the mine´s remaining cavity promote the 
planing of a lake. it´s important outline 
gets zoned. punctual planings at highly 
attractive locations start the development 
of the shore. two significant spots with 
potentials of growth are merzdorf and the 
center inbetween the mines around 
bärenbrück. step by step they get 
connected with the center of cottbus.
the entire mine becomes water surface
structured through islands used as land 
resources for future extentions. being not 
accessible the islands get developed one 
by one with rising needs. the lake´s 
development is planed in temporal steps.

design
the shore is divided in settlement zones 
and natural shore. foot- and bikeways 
connect the zones around the lake. the 
nortwest road becomes a panoramic 
driveway with specific perpective views 
over the water. 

process
the mine becomes due to its character the 
recreational area and daytrip resort for 
cottbus. they thus will infrastructurely get 
gradually connected. cottbus develops due 
to the increasing recreational qualities 
towards a highly attractive city. land-
resources provide space for future 
extensions. the land will be used as 
weekend housing, hotels, entertainment 
parks or golfcourses.

the better tomorrow starts today



» TLN - transitory landscape niederlausitz«

the impact of civilizational change

Southeast of Berlin where east germany meets poland and the 
tchek republic the niederlausitz unfolds itself in the "black 
triangle" named by its ecological doubtful importance as an 
eastern block industrial capital. Due to its enormous wide-
spread brown-coal resources the niederlausitz area served as 
the energy producing center of communist germany. 

The coal fields were consistently and expansively exploited 
over many square kilometers and decades. Reaching these 
subterranean resources means moving and mixing up to100 
meter thick layers of the earth's crust and leaving vast 
desertlike landscapes behind. 

With the reunification eastgerman civilization had to  
metamorphose and cope with the consequences. the mining 
acitivity as the only economical motor shrank due to its 
competitive disability to a tenth. The employer monopoly 
vanished.

the compelling  heritage

The resulting consequences of these large-scale exploitations  
force to immediate action. laws compel to renew the mining 
areas within shortest time. government expenses are the 
highest within the national budget but still insufficient to cope 
only with the ecological difficulties. 

the unconcious identity

landscape, infrastructure and economy were significantly 
influenced through the brown-coal exploitation. thus culture 
and identity of the locals. the open-cast mining areas are left 
over as waste-lands. there´s no more and not yet any use for 
them. these wholes in the landscape cause an identificational 
vacuity.

the meaning of man-made-environment

due to the negative image of brown-coal history the ideal of 
the commissioned landscape planers is the pre-mining state. all 
traces of the mining culture are to be replaced by its non-
mining predecessors pretending nothing ever hapened. we see 
qualities in this period and its present state trying to build the 
future out of and onto it. 

the better tomorrow starts today

whereas men could benefit of environmental resources in the 
past today he is compelled to invest in replanishing and 
renewing before he can profit of any qualities. this concept is 
a strategy to integrate the search for qualities in the existing, 
the rebuilding process and the growth of a sustainable future 
determining today what might arise tomorrow.

michael grzasiak & sebastian stiess  ©  1999



summary:

» TLN - transitory landscape niederlausitz«

the following work is a planing strategy to 

a sustainable transformation process 

through the aspects of environmental 

design to oppose the civilisational crisis 

caused by the german reunification in the 

open-cast mining region niederlausitz .

focal points are to find uses for industrial 

wasteland on a basis of growth and to use 

landscape design as a mediator of 

civilisational processes regarding history as 

a future  resource. 

based on analysis this work develops 

planing criteria. three projects show 

prototypically their realization at specific 

locations and how environmental design 

might generate civilisational solutions. 

visions 2030 demonstrate a feasble positive 

future.

michael grzasiak & sebastian stiess  ©  1999


